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South Albany Unﬁltered and Exposed

Affected sink in room 204 demostrates how a water ﬁxtue is handled when elevated levels of lead
are found.
tested, 10 so far have no levels of for lead testing, but when Portland
lead above the limit, half of those [school district] tested positive, it got
RAMON HERNANDEZ
have completed results, and the other schools thinking.” Anything
remaining half are awaiting results. below 20.0 ppb is considered safe
Greater Albany Public School
The 13 affected buildings have to consume, but not recommended,
students are exposed to something elevated levels over 20.0 parts per and
anything
over
is
not.
toxic at school and it is not billion or “ppb” of lead in certain
When lead is consumed, it is
homework. Twenty three GAPS water ﬁxtures according to “Greater distributed throughout the body to
buildings were tested for levels Albany Public Schools, Water Testing the brain, liver, kidney, and over
of lead in their drinking and food Information.” Director of Business time accumulating in the teeth and
preparation water ﬁxtures over the for the GAPS, Russell Allen, shared, bones. While lead is toxic in the
summer. Among those 23 buildings “There was no legal requirement body and harms mostly children

under the age of six, it can cause
harm to adults if large quantities
are consumed stated “World Health
Organization, Lead poisoning and
health.” Students though, do not fall
under those risks as they are only
at school 10 months a year, ﬁve
days a week; not counting breaks.
“We are now just testing for lead
and people are more aware of the
health concerns than we were in the
past,” stated Jim Haggart, Executive
Assistant to the Superintendent.
The real danger poses in the home
of the students. Since families are not
testing regularly if at all, they could
be consuming lead without even
knowing it. Children who are exposed
to drinking lead can lead to a lower
IQ or hyperactivity according to the
Environmental Protection Agency
or EPA. Oregon though falls under
5% of children screened for lead
toxicity compared to Texas which
falls under the 30%-50% of lead
exposure according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.
Due to high demand for water
testing, South Albany High School
has not gotten all of its results back
nor has the other 18 other schools.
Meaning, the water ﬁxtures were
tested, but are awaiting for lab results.
Of the results SAHS has received,
it has had two sources of elevated

lead levels: one at a sink located
in the Library (98.4 ppb), and the
work room sink in 204 (97.2 ppb).
“When lead is found, it is put out
of service immediately,” stated Allen.
A plastic bag is used to cover the
sink or fountain and a sign informing
the water ﬁxture is unusable is
placed. The ﬁxture is changed,
tested and put back to work if the
levels of lead meet the requirements.
Information on the elevated lead
is provided to the principle and
is made public to the parents on
the website at albany.k12.or.us.
Outside the GAPS district,
University Of Oregon faces a similar
issue. One-ﬁfth of the faucets at three
U of O resident halls run tainted water.
The university has not released their
levels of lead in their water ﬁxtures,
but they have said it is above 15 ppb
according to The Register-Guard.
U of O does not recommend
students living in the resident
halls to drink or cook with the
contaminated water, but washing
with it is ﬁne as lead does not absorb
in human skin according to the EPA.
U of O has provided students
with
bottled
water
as
an
alternative. Homes around the
schools found to have elevating
levels of lead are recommended
to be tested for lead exposure.



High School Not your Average cup of Joe
Bathrooms With
No Borders
ABBY SLANGA

SAVANNAH PALMER

Due to the Oregon Equality Act that
was enforced on January 1st, 2008,
transgender students across Oregon
are able to use the bathrooms, names,
and pronouns they want, according
to unprecedented guidelines by the
Oregon Department of Education.
This means any student of any
gender is legally allowed to state
their gender and name that is not
on their legal birth certiﬁcate.
It also states transgender
students should not be barred from
participating in any activities,
physical education, or sports. If a
student tells the principal that she
identiﬁes as female, she should
be able to play female sports.
For transgender students, an
all gender bathroom is helping
breaking down societal expectations.
“It is very convenient,” stated
junior, Ross Ayers, a transgender
student at South Albany High School.
Ayers became acclimated to using
the gender neutral bathroom in the
counseling ofﬁce, rather than the
boy’s bathroom. However, the general
public does not know that SAHS has
a gender neutral bathroom. When the
new student commons opened, the
student body was surprised to ﬁnd
restrooms designated “all gender.”

Ayers explained being transgender
simply means, “Not feeling like the
gender you were assigned at birth.”
“I ﬁrmly identify as male.
[Although] I haven’t started the
transition yet, I eagerly await
the day I’m able to,” he stated.
Ayers exclaimed that from
his
experiences,
people
are
either
completely
against
transgenders, or completely for it
“This will deﬁnitely help students
who are still not comfortable with
coming out, and that’s why I love
the idea of an all genders bathroom,”
stated
Susie
Montes,
junior.
Montes thinks it is an important
addition to SAHS, as our society
begins to accept the fact that people
can differ their gender from the sex
that they were assigned at birth.
SAHS is the only high school in
Albany with an all gender bathroom
accessible for kids speciﬁcally.
“I think having this bathroom
could be a good thing for the other
schools in Albany. Maybe they’d be
encouraged to get such a bathroom
themselves. But most importantly,
it should be a bathroom that all
kids feel conﬁdent in using. I would
deﬁnitely use the new one in the
cafeteria; it’s not just for transgender
[students],”
stated
Montes.

The beginning of the 2016-2017
school year is in full swing, and the
cafeteria was ready just in time. The
building features two stories with
several seating options, brand new
classrooms, all-gender bathrooms,
and even a new student-run store
rightfully named the Red Zone Cafe.
Pam Bethards, the transition
specialist at South Albany High
School for students seeking secondary
work after graduating, stated, “The
space is amazing as this is a stand
alone cafe. It is a lot different
than running something out of a
classroom. The store can help young
entrepreneurs know how to start a
business, along with marketing.”
Since Dutch Brothers Coffee is a
major donor to the new cafe, working
in the shop can serve as training for
being employed at Dutch Bros. later on.
“We are trained by Dutch Bros. and
are learning the way they train their
own employees. The plan is to have
this as a stepping stone for students
that would like to have a job someday
at Dutch Bros. We are calling our store
a training center for baristas!” It is also
known to the employees as “Annie’s
internship program for Baristas.”
Annie Johnson is the area manager
for Dutch Brothers who is training
the students who will be working in
the shop. This is the ﬁrst time that
there is training at the school level.
“It’s really exciting,” smiled
Johnson. “I think it will make the
transition easier and it’s a good resume
builder. It’s also fun to get to know
the students and their personalities.”
Dutch Brothers donated a fourhead espresso machine, a commercial
grinder for coffee beans, syrups,

Arlethe Vasquez, 12, prepares an iced coffee.
sauces, measuring tools, and more to
help get the shop running. However,
the cafe is not using the Dutch Bros.
name or coffee beans because they are
only serving as a donor and as a trainer
to the student employees. They will
also be coming to the grand opening
of the Red Zone Cafe in October.
Jasmin Pulido, senior,
is a worker for the cafe.
“It’s like an internship for
Dutch
Bros.,”
said
Pulido.
She explained that her schedule calls
her employment a work experience
class. It is offered both semesters.
The cafe will be open Monday
through Friday morning from
7 to 8 am, and also during
regular lunch on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays. Fridays will be the

exception as it will be open during
both extended and regular lunch.
Students will have the option of
choosing from a menu consisting
of mochas, lattes, Americanos
(all served hot or cold), infused
green or black iced tea, and Italian
sodas. Mochas and lattes will be
$3.75 while everything else will
be $3.00. The only size being
currently offered is 16 ounces.
If a student wishes to become
involved with the cafe, they can either
stop by the shop with a resume and/
or talking to Bethards. An exciting,
caffeine ﬁlled year is in store for
the Red Zone Cafe; for both the
public and the young entrepreneurs.
Students are eagerly looking forward
to their ﬁrst SAHS-made cup of Joe.
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AHS Review

COMMENTARY BY
RAMON HERNANDEZ

What is more scarier? A season
of American Horror Story without
Academy Award winner Jessica
Lange or another ﬂop of the season?
Only two episodes in, and the FX’s
take on television horror series has
managed to receive a 75% rating on
Rotten Tomatoes as of September
23rd. That is 4% less than AHS
season 4: Freak Show with its 79%
rating (and they said that season was
bad). I personally enjoyed Asylum
(season two) the most, and Hotel
(season ﬁve) the least (reviewers
on
Rotten
Tomatoes
agree).
The changing theme and characters/
plots is no surprise to viewers. Each
season introduces a new story with
new characters, but the same actors.
Losing and gaining talent within the
show does happen. An example of that
is Lange’s absence in the two most
recent seasons and the addition of
Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta,
or known as her performance name,
“Lady Gaga,” in season six. While
there is no signiﬁcant evidence
the addition of Germanotta or the
absence of Lang hurt season ﬁve’s
performance, season six took its
own turn in this year’s plot. Sort of.
The events leading up to season
six were gruesome for AHS viewers.
Screen writer for the show Ryan
Murphy decided to keep this season’s
theme a secret until its debut on
September 14th. Releasing countless
“trailers” for the season was one
method AHS producers used to
throw off viewers. With only one
trailer being legitimate to the season,
and the rest shown to be false. And
on September 14, fans tuned in on
Wednesday, at 10pm ET (8pm PT), to
ﬁnally get their questions answered.
The ﬁrst episode was all over the
place; it did not have the traditional
AHS theme song introduction,

it appeared to be some reality
television show/documentary called
“My Roanoke Nightmare,” and there
was no Lange! (This though was
no surprise, as it was known early
on she would not be included). In
this season, there is a couple who
move into a rundown house, which
they win in an auction, but soon
realize they got more than what they
bargained for (typical story line). The
twist? It has this weird documentary
take on the issue. It is something
new, but was it what fans asked for?
It is no secret now: season six is
titled Roanoke. In this season, it will
talk about the lost colony of Roanoke,
in an over-dramatic true story (like
I need any more history in my life)
with a modern take. Returning cast
such as Germanotta, Evan Peters,
Sarah Paulson (one of the main
characters so far), Angela Bassett,
and its unique plot/theme will keep
viewers coming back for more. This
season so far seems pleasing and
interesting, yet cringe-worthy and
confusing. Its cliffhanger episodes are
no surprise, and neither is my sense
for more. I will for sure be tuning
in every Wednesday, partly to see
if for some reason Lange makes an
appearance (which is very unlikely),
but hey, it could be a perfect illusion.



OPINIONS
COMMENTARY BY
TANNER HODGSON

In 2008, there was a reported
“sabotage” of Apple hacking their
own software to slow their own
operating system. I think the reason
could be that Apple is trying to get
their customers to get the new and
improved iOS (Apple’s operating
system). I have heard of them only
affecting some iPhones with the new
iOS updates such as 9.2.5 or 10. For
some users, older iPhones such as the
iPhone 4(s) are only able to go up to
9.1 or lower because the operating
systems do not support the new
updates according to dailymail.co.
Since 2008 the statistics have risen
about 80% in 2010 of reported users
that have experienced the lagging
issue. Then, in 2014, the lagging rose
roughly another 20%. Also, according
to dailymail.co, the Samsung Galaxy
has also been experiencing the same
problem. Approximately 40% of
the reports with the Galaxy S2, in
2012, have been actively lagging.
Also in 2014, the lagging had rose
about 60% when the S5 was released.
Because of these happenings, it has
been concluded that the engineers
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Apple Sabotage?

of these companies have been
sabotaging to get people to upgrade
to the new and improved, such as
the Galaxy S7 Edge or the iPhone
7, stated dailymail.co. It is possible
other users, with the older iPhones,
are having problems such as not
loading certain apps or the iPhone
acting slow, freezing, or crashing.
Apple has recently released iOS
10 in which has stopped signing on

9.1.5, according to “SumOfUs,”
which causes irritants for other
customers with older iPhones that
does not support higher than iOS 9.1.
I think people are wanting to buy
a new iPhone because it may be a
social status for some people, but
it is not just iPhones that have this
problem; it also occurs on iPads
and iPods. It makes iPads have
certain bugs that sometimes do not
ﬁx in the updates. iPods either act
really slow or does not work at all.
Apple also has just released the
new iPhone 7 which is also making
people want to have the biggest
and the baddest of them all. The 7
is one of the new phones that has
all touchscreen user interface such
as the home button. It is 3D Touch
instead of an actual button. The
only buttons on the iPhone 7 are the
volume buttons and the sleep/power
button. It is one of Apple’s biggest
achievements in the iPhone lineup.
According to Apple Inc. stocks,
the sales of the iPhone 7 have
not changed the stocks. The
stocks are at about $112 a share.

Me, Myself, & I

ABBY SLANGA

Picture this: it is early in the school
morning, and the day has not gone
great so far. Foster kittens clawed
your leg, you don’t know what you
want to wear to school, you have
a test that you’re not ready for at
the end of the week, and you have
so many things you need to do
today; better not screw it up. After
contemplating these things as you
applied eyeshadow, it is time for the
dreaded process of putting on eyeliner.
“Please, don’t be rude to me
today,” you plead to the inanimate
tube of eyeliner; knowing that it’s
actually your fault if you mess
up. The process of trying to make
sure both eyeliner wings are even
with each other can be stressful
and time consuming. You then
somewhat reluctantly get to work.
Around ten tries later, you look at
the clock and realize you’re running

really short on time. You still want
to apply the rest of your makeup,
brush your teeth, do something with
your hair, get dressed in an outﬁt you
feel like a successful human being
in, and get your lunch together. You
also have to get your textbook from
your locker before class starts, so
you need to leave at a time where
you can be able to do that. Just
ﬁnish up; it’s not hard. Finally, what
feels like years later, you ﬁnd your
makeup job acceptable. By the time
you get to school, you are sliding
into your seat just as the bell rings.
That description of a morning was
exhausting, right? Well, I’ve had
plenty of those in my life thus far.
Any logical person would probably
look at this entire process and say,
“Well, why not wear makeup?” Yes,
metaphorical person serving as an
antagonist for my column, that would
be so much easier to me. However,
it is deﬁnitely a task to go without
it for me. No, there is no goblin
outside my door that sends me back
if I don’t look “presentable,” no one
will ridicule me if I’m just wearing
concealer, yet my family and friends
think I’m beautiful anyways. What
seems to be the problem here?
Well, it stands within my own mind.
Insecurities are deﬁned by
Merriam-Webster as being “not
conﬁdent or sure.” The word is most
often used to describe a person’s
lack of self-conﬁdence, and the
thought alone can send shivers

down the spines of people who
may struggle with these problems.
I can’t exactly recall when it started
for me, but I’d wager sometime
around middle school, as times
are generally known to be terrible.
Over the years, I’ve had many
moments where it feels like I break
the fourth wall and I realize exactly
what I’m doing and why. Insecurity is
having a staring contest with yourself
in a mirror as you notice all of your
own ﬂaws. Insecurity is waking up
late in the morning and being more
worried about looking “presentable”
than having a decent breakfast.
Insecurity is wanting to dress more
casually in public by wearing your
awesome, new shirt but feeling oddly
uncomfortable wearing just jeans
and a T-shirt. Insecurity is being cast
in a play and repeatedly reminding
yourself that you’re in a welcoming
environment and no one is going to
think twice about how you’ll look
pre-makeup at call time. Insecurity
is recognizing all of these things and
ﬁnding them ridiculous, but you can’t
seem to stop thinking about them.
The thing about struggling with
self-esteem is that it’s kind of hard
to explain. You can sometimes feel
yourself shifting between “I am the
cutest person ever” to “I look like a
potato, so give me my makeup.” It
can be hard to come out of a mindset
like that once a person has had the
initial thought. Plus, while family
and friends are supportive of you

and tell you that you are beautiful,
it doesn’t always help the doubt that
is inside. I always greatly appreciate
compliments, but someone telling me
I’m pretty does not do much for how I
feel about myself. Personally, ﬁghting
my mind and societal expectations is
something that I have to learn to do
by myself; as lonely as it sounds.
However, support from loved ones
is always so wanted and wonderful.
That being said, one thing that
irritates me is how not loving yourself
is something that is romanticized.
Having insecurities can be seriously
damaging to someone, and even
more so if the person does not have
a support system. It is not something
that should be treated as a beauty
spot to someone, or something that is
attractive. A person may ﬁnd another
attractive because they act “shy”
or “humble to compliments,” but in
reality? It’s sitting on your bed and
contemplating your life when you’re
supposed to be getting ready because
you were born in a body that is the
real deal and not a photoshopped
image of the “ultimate beautiful
person;” according to society,
anyways. You deﬁnitely don’t see
scenes like that in the movies.
If I’ve accomplished anything
besides my academics and friendships
since middle school, in terms of
loving myself, I am proud to say that
I’ve made leaps and bounds. If you’re
like me in some ways, I recommend
gently correcting yourself every time



you’re about to criticize your body. I
took this challenge upon myself last
Valentine’s Day because I decided
that a day of love calls for maybe
not treating yourself like garbage.
That day ended up being amazing.
To commemorate this new mindset,
I got my ﬁrst tattoo earlier this month.
It is an outline of a dime-sized circle
on my inner right wrist. I got the idea
from “What Happened to Goodbye?”
by Sarah Dessen. It is a tattoo that
I’ve been thinking about for a while
now, and it is meant to be a lovely
reminder to myself to always love
myself “warts and all.” While it was
a weird concept to think that this
would be on my wrist for the rest of
my life, I knew that it would always
be a good motto to carry through life
as it can also apply to loving others.
A factor that has helped me thus
far was surrounding myself with
good people who will try to be
understanding of what people like me
are going through. Don’t expect for
your insecurities to vanish overnight
because not everyone’s problems are
the same. Part of overcoming these
doubts is being willing to put the
work into an ideal that is deﬁnitely
worth it in the long run. While I
still have my fair share of bad days
and ye olde road of excellent selfesteem is a long one, I take comfort
in knowing that I have my family,
my friends, and myself along for
the ride. One day I’ll get there, and
it will be beautiful. Just like I am.
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Mandela Effect

SAMANTHA CHAVARRIA

I started getting called Samanta by
teachers and subs each time they read
my name in the roaster, and I thought
it was the most peculiar thing. Now I
dread the ﬁrst days of school; I used to
correct teachers on my name, but I’ve
just accepted it at this point. Keep in
mind I haven’t had a problem with
my name until my high school career.
For the ﬁrst eight years of my school
life, I was never called Samanta.
Now am I a “Mandela Effect”
victim, or am I just delusional?
The spelling of my name is a big
accusation of the “Mandela Effect,”
but it just seems weird, right?
Another example of misspelled
words that connect with proof
of the “Mandela Effect” is in
fact those children books every
kid used to read when they were
younger. The Berenstein Bears.
Well turns out The Berenstein
Bears is spelled with an A. Not an
E. The Berenstain Bears? I could
swear on my life that it was spelled
with an E. Somewhere between now
and when I was younger did the
spelling just change? It’s confusing
to wrap your head around, but it
could also be proof that we slipped
between an altered reality that spells
The Berenstain Bears with an A.
Star wars is one of the biggest movie
series to have ever been produced, and
ﬁnding out that this series was proof
of “The Mandela Effect” as well, was
a huge surprise. Everybody and their
grandmother knows the famous line:
“Luke, I am your father” but now, if
you watch the movie, Darth Vader
says, “No, I am your father” This
started to become a controversial
topic and an argument if it ties in
with alternate realities. Even James
Earl Jones, the actor himself who
played darth vader has recalled the
line being: “Luke, I am your father.
Okay, maybe there is no such
thing as alternate realities; it’s just
bored teenagers like myself who
have too much time on their hands to
randomly search what all this mojo is
about. Just know that it’s a possibility,
because it’s all what you believe in
and your own personal opinions.

?

There are countless conspiracy
theories that roam the internet, but
the one that has always befuddled
my mind is the existence of parallel
universes. At ﬁrst thought, it’s silly
to even question the possibility of
living through multiple parallel
universes at the same time. But I
can’t be the only one to recognize
the oddly similar déjà vu moments?
Have you ever speciﬁcally
remember the details of a clear
memory, only to ﬁnd out that it was
wrong in the end? Plot twist, your
memories may not be wrong at all.
Those little mishaps may be the exact
proof of alternate realities only with
insigniﬁcant changes, which is why
we don’t catch them all the time.
This is referred to as the “Mandela
Effect,” but psychologically, it’s
called confabulation and it can tie
in with the possibility of alternate
universes. Confabulation is the
creation of a narrative that the
person remembering the scenario/
details believes to be true. The
“Mandela Effect” is the collection
of
those
mis-rememberings.
I on the other hand have personally
been a victim of the “Mandela
Effect.” So, my name is eight
letters long. S-A-M-A-N-T-H-A.
That’s how you spell my name, but
as soon as I entered high school,
the ‘h’ in my name seemed to just
vanish. Evaporated. The ‘h’ decided
to literally just get up and leave.

OPINIONS

Not the President We
Need, or Want, but the
President We Deserve

DREW MAYFIELD

So the 2016 presidential elections
are coming up, and whether you’re a
Trump, Clinton, or Kanye supporter,
I think we can all agree that nobody
would be more ﬁt than me. Well, maybe
not yet, but after reading this you will.
I may not know how to run for
president, or where to start, but I
know one of the steps is to talk about
controversial subjects: so let me
start off my speech by potentially
offending millions of American
citizens. People who do not wash their

ELISABETH CHILCOTE

When I ﬁrst moved to Albany
entering into the seventh grade,
making friends was hard. The
differences between my old school
and the new one was huge. There were
so many more kids and the teaching
was a lot different. Do not even get
me started on lunch, it was miserable;
I had no friends for the ﬁrst few
weeks and sitting alone was not what
I was looking forward to. I had two
siblings with me, but that didn’t help.
More often than not I’d try to
avoid my brother because of the
embarrassing stories he’d tell about
me. Starting with how he once
told the whole bus I was obsessed
with One Direction, having their
posters, albums and even their

hands after going to the bathroom are
disgusting. If one of you out there is
one of those MONSTERS then I’m
sorry to say that if I become president,
I will make it ILLEGAL to walk out
of that bathroom without washing
your grubby mitts. (Also if you didn’t
realize, capitalizing certain buzzwords gives a larger impression, thus
striking more FEAR into the public.)
I can’t seem to ﬁgure out why
everybody is talking about illegal
ALIENS and whatnot, saying we
should BUILD A WALL or whatever,
what good is that gonna do? I will
make sure my ﬁrst act as president
will PERMANENTLY shut down
NASA, I mean, they’re the ones
going into space! They obviously
have more to do with aliens than
anybody else I can think of.
America, land of the free, right? Or
is it?! If WHEN I become president I
will make sure to eliminate all laws,
and hey, while we’re at it let’s make
everything in stores and whatnot
free as well! If there’s one thing I
love more than Zayn, ex-member
of One Direction, it’s free samples
from Costco. And if people are

complaining about jobs or whatever,
I see two solutions. Either get rid
of them all, or give everybody a
job. This is something I’m willing
to listen to the public on, so if you
see me, please, tell me what you
think. Your suggestion now could
WILL shape the future of America!
Going back to Zayn, ex-member
of One Direction, I have chosen him
as my running mate! The perfect
combo: my looks, beautiful singing
voice, superior saxophone playing,
charming personality, unprecedented
modesty, the list goes on of course...
and Zayn, all I really need from him
is his popularity, I won’t tell him that
of course, but we all know it’s true.
With your support, maybe my
campaign can get some momentum.
If the entire states of Oregon and
Idaho vote for me (which is likely
because I mean they’re right next
to each other), we can get about
5.6 MILLION PEOPLE VOTING
FOR ME! Seeing as how there’s
only like 8 million people on
Earth or whatever (I don’t know
the exact number) I could become
president in no time! Thank you.

Dear, Bored of Education

Family Matters

books. Another time I walked by
my brother overhearing him telling
his friends how when I was younger
I would roar at my mom every time
I got in trouble like I was a lion.
So the way I see it, being in school
with my siblings was always a pain.
Although my siblings can be bad,
they are not the only ones who can
be embarrassing. Have you ever had
one of those incidents where you’re
at a school event and your family
shows up with your grandma, and the
ﬁrst thing she does is squeeze your
cheeks and call you cute? Parents are
guilty of this too, like when I missed
the goal in a soccer game, they were
still cheering, trying to show support
when I just wanted to forget about it.
Family can be frustrating. I cannot
count how many times we’ve fought,
more often than not on things that
didn’t matter at all but grudges are
forgotten quickly when it’s family.
Especially with my sisters, one day
we’ll swear that we’ll never talk to
each other again and the next we’re
best friends. They are still there for
me when nobody else is, sticking
with me through thick and thin; like
when my brother stands up for me
or when my sister lets me borrow
her favorite shirt. No matter how
many ﬁghts or obstacles we have
to tackle together, my family is still
the most important thing to me.
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SAVANNAH PALMER

“Dear, Bored of Education, so
are we,” is a quote from Jason
Petty’s song Bored of Education,
that really got me thinking that
education today really is boring!
I completely agree. Am I wrong?
In his song, he mentions that when
his mother taught him how to do
the dishes, she never handed out a
written exam to prove that he knew
how to do it. Rather, she stood right
next to him and physically showed
him and helped him do the dishes.
Learning by doing, what a concept.
Washing the dishes is something
everyone knows how to do. It is a
standard life-lesson; something we
won’t forget for the remainder of
our lives. But can we really say the
same about the way we live and
learn within today’s school system?
I’d be lying to myself if I said yes.
The way we learn today is through
memorization. When students take
tests, many teachers use the method
of multiple choice questions. If I can
make out one out of four answers that
makes the most sense to the question
asked, then I’m good to go, right?
Not exactly, chances are that I will
walk out of the classroom that day,
and forget what I just spent the last
two weeks memorizing. Correct me

if I’m wrong, but I don’t think that’s
going to help me with my future.
“Dear Bored of Education, all I’ve
learned from your system is that
it’s just the system that you set up.
And if I just repeat what you just
said, in James Schafer method, then
I passed, right? You’re just testing
my ability to regurgitate,” said Petty.
The school method today is a
one-way learning method; “you
learn it my way, or you don’t learn
it at all.” That’s the problem with
some teachers; there are kids who
understand and get it right off the
bat, but kids like me, who struggle
and learn in a different way, are
expected to be shaped into these
“expected” beings. For example,
two other students understand a
lesson, but I don’t understand what
was just taught because I learn in a
different way, say visually, or more
hands on. The teacher’s method of
learning and teaching is square, along
with the two kids who understand.
While my learning method may
be round. But the teacher comes
by and re-teaches me their square
ways, leaving me still confused,
prepared to bomb my test. I don’t
think the CORE system our schools
use is really helping everybody.
everybody. So
I don’t understand why the school
system is still insisting on using it.
“Dear Bored of Education, there’s
not a Scantron on the planet that can
measure inspiration,” mentioned Petty.
Neither does a GPA score measure
my true ability to live in the real
world. How dare a score, a number,
prove my intelligence? Shame on
the school systems for allowing it to
be so. A GPA of 3.0 is acceptable,
while a 4.0 is encouraged. What
about those of us who can’t achieve
more than a 2.0? It is technically
not just a student’s fault. The school
system pushes to teach only one
way: “my way, or the highway.”
It has been proven that just one

way of teaching, such as the core
teachings, do not work for some.
For example, a left handed person’s
brain works most from the right side
of the brain, meaning that person is
more ﬁtted at artistic and visionary
things. While a right handed person’s
brain works most from the left
side, which means they are more
prominent at math and engineering.
Therefore, I think that the “oneway” teaching method should
be converted, or allowed, into a
“multiple-learning” method. After
all, the School Board and the CORE
program is meant to help kids,
not to keep some from learning.
One way to help make a “multiplelearning” method is for those nontechnical teachers out there, who
have yet to take advantage of the
technology and electronics, is to
get with the program (literally). I
mean, it is 2016 for crying out loud!
We literally have the whole internet
in our pockets on the daily; why
aren’t we putting it into good use?
Teachers have the full ability to
take advantage of the internet and
inﬂuence their students to use their
electronics for good, just by planning
classroom lessons on the internet.
“Dear Board of Education, I
mean, can we not Google when the
Magna Carta was signed?” said Petty.
The whole point is to suggest a
new, if not another, way to better
our school systems. To really give
us kids, (the left handers, right
brainers, circle learners), who
don’t have a chance with one
system, a chance with another.
“You are PhD.’s, you have ﬁve
sufﬁxes at the end of your names,
you’re the people that know a
lot, how come you’re not smart
enough to know that you don’t
know what you don’t know? Did
anyone ever suggest, that maybe, we
should test the test? Dear Bored of
Education, so are we,” stated Petty.
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Andrew in India
SAVANNAH PALMER

Getting hissed at by monkeys,
rock climbing, and terrifying drivers
are only a few things junior Andrew
Nord, has experienced while in
India. Nord attended South Albany
High School from freshman year,
2015 through second semester of his
sophomore year in 2016; in which he
left, as an exchange student, for India.
Nord lives around many different
languages, where nobody speaks
only one. He is studying abroad
at an international school, where
speaking English is a requirement.
Nord lives in a dorm, paired
with other 10th-12th grade boys.
Nord stated, “Dorm life is great;
although, there is a lot less freedom
than I would have at home. Like
going wherever I want, and there’s
check in when you get to the
dorms.” He continued, “This is

the high school my dad went to, so
it’s cool to be able to experience
some of the same things he has.
This is pretty unique, and awesome.
Like a once in a lifetime thing.”
Days for Nord are never the
same.“Each day is different, with all
my classes randomly thrown into the
day,” he then said, “The schedule here
is a lot like South’s, but on steroids.”
Nord’s daily life is ﬁlled to the
brim. On Tuesday and Wednesday
mornings, he wakes up at 5:30 in
the morning to go running. Then
Tuesday through Thursday, after
school, he goes rock climbing. Nord
takes a ten minute walk to school
every day. He takes similar classes
to those back in America, such
as AP Calculus, AP Physics, AP
Human Geography and English 11.
On the weekends, Nord is allowed to
drive into Mussoorie, a town in India,

to a bazaar where he can buy produce
and trinkets. But driving in India is
not the same as in the US. According
to Nord, the roads are not only very
steep, but also, about one and a
half cars wide. Driving is not easy.
“All along the roads are open
shops in ramshackle, three or four
story buildings, there are people,
cars and animals everywhere,”
he stated. “The monkeys here are
terrifying. There are stories of them
attacking humans. I’ve been hissed
and jumped at on several occasions.”
Nord keeps in touch with his friends
and family in the US by texting and
social media. There is a ﬁlter, though,
that shuts down the wiﬁ from 7:30 in
the evening to 4:30 in the morning.
“It’s hard though, because I’m
literally on the other side of the
planet, which means that time here
is twelve and a half hours ahead of
Oregon’s time,” said Nord. He will be
able to reunite with his loved ones this
coming December, where he’ll stay
until February, then he’ll head back
to India until the end of May this year.



New SAHS Courses

Students cooking in the new culinary arts classroom.
KYLIE LUTHER

With fall term in full swing, the
cafeteria isn't the only new hot
commodity on campus. South
Albany High School is now offering
a handful of new electives that may
peak student interest. Anywhere
from putting a little elbow grease
into a car at the autos room, to
expanding culinary skills, or maybe
even bring out an inner Picasso in
the new ceramics class, SAHS is
sure to have something for everyone!
Scott Swearinger, the new culinary
arts teacher, has his room located in
the cafeteria. This class will teach
students the basic skills needed;

from dicing vegetables to making
their own deep fried tortilla chips.
“Students should expect to learn the
basics of food handling and kitchen
safety in the early classes, and then
build onto that knowledge to develop
their techniques and knowledge of
more advanced cooking techniques.
Ultimately, utilizing what they
learn to develop creative meals
and menus,” says Swearinger.
While touching on the topic of how
foods classes will beneﬁt SAHS,
Swearinger also added, “Culinary
Arts has many beneﬁts to students.
One beneﬁt is that students learn how
to make tasty meals that do not come
from a box, but instead come from

real, raw ingredients and provide
real nutrition. Another beneﬁt is that
the program will become more and
more industry focused as student
progress from Culinary Arts 1 into
the more advanced classes, which
will give students employable skills
in jobs that can provide a living.”
Some of the dishes that students will
be making this semester vary from
an easy red pepper humus to more
complex dishes like eggs benedict
with a hollandaise sauce for a side.
Students who would like to show off
their Susie Homemaker skills can sign
up for the second semester classes.
South Albany welcomed our new art
teacher, Mr. Bartlett who is teaching
the new ceramics class second
semester. Art can be therapeutic, but
students need to pay attention to detail.
“Ceramics are a hands-on form
of making art; you get to create
functional pieces of art, you get
to create functional pieces of
art: things you can eat off of and
drink out of. The beneﬁts are very
relaxing, functional art, teaches you
patience, and fun!” says Bartlett.
In this class students will be making
things from masks and whistles, to
cups and plates. “Students will learn
different building techniques, learn
to throw on a potter’s wheel, [and]
how to make practical and useful
things from clay,” adds Bartlett.
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SAHS Growth
BRITTANY BECK

It is pretty obvious that South
Albany High School has grown this
year, speaking in terms of student
population. There are usually 1,250 to
1,280 students a year, but the number
of students enrolled here at South this
year is 1,389. There are a number of
reasons why the student population
ﬂuctuates: students moving in or
out of the district and students
transferring. Counselor Bryce Bennett
says, “It used to be that WAHS had
three or four times more transfers to
WAHS from SAHS, now it is pretty
even. There are about 20 students
that transfer to WAHS and about
20 students that transfer to SAHS.”
On average, the school usually ends
the year with 1,250 students and they
use that information to hire the correct
amount of teachers for the next year.
“The number of teachers hired
each year is based on 1,250 students,
so that is why the classes are so
much bigger this year,” SAHS
principal Brent Belveal stated.
The root of this increase comes
from the freshmen class. This year,
there were 400 incoming ninth
graders. The class of 2020 is the
biggest incoming freshmen class
here at South. In the past, a big
freshman class would be 360 to
370, but it has never been this large.
Belveal believed the growth is
related to a few reasons. “There has
been a lot of new construction on
our side of town. New inexpensive
homes, more jobs and lower taxes.
When there is new housing, there
tends to be more students,” he replied.
Bennett agrees with this statement.

“[There are] two big reasons for the
increase. Albany is really growing;
more houses and jobs in Albany
equals more people moving in.
The Department of Education also
made the change requiring juniors
to have a full schedule and seniors
to only have one open,” he said.
The new cafeteria came at the
right time, considering the increase
of student population here at
South Albany. The cafeteria is
more spacious and offers more
seating areas which accommodates
the school growth; in addition,
the new classrooms in building
nine help disperse the classes.
“I think what makes our school
accepting is the kids that are here.
They just accept everybody for
who they are,” Belveal explained.
This big increase has created a
few bumps in the road along the
way. “Having more students made it
hard for counselors because classes
are full and we still need a place to
put new students.This also makes
balancing classes harder. For every
student, we need to look at every
student’s schedule,” Bennett stated.
“Classes are larger than they
have ever been before. The average
elective class has two more students
in it than previous years and even
some core classes are close to
40 students,” Bennett continued.
Teachers face larger class sizes
which has caused some problems
though; there has been a shortage
of textbooks for some classes
but that will be resolved soon.
Only time will tell if this increase
will remain as the years come.

Fresh out of
Middle School
RAMON HERNANDEZ

As the long days, hot weather,
and the sleeping in come to an
end; the short days, unbalanced
sleep schedule, and the piles of
uncompleted
homework
kicks
in, students and staff see familiar
faces as well as new ones. While
the wave of seniors were omitted
towards the end of last year, this
year concludes a new senior, junior,
sophomore and freshmen class.
Four hundred freshmen students are
enrolled this year at South Albany
High School, making this year one
of the biggest classes compared to
the sophomores, juniors and seniors.
“I was worried about some
classes and getting behind in them,
the expectations were higher,”
stated freshman Kaleb Wood. “It
was stressful, I was trying to ﬁnd
where my classes were,” he added.
In order for freshmen to be familiar
to the new environment, they arrive a
day earlier than the other classes, this
year being on Tuesday, September
6th. They join their PRIDE classes
with the help of the Ignite mentors
led by adviser Chris VanCauteren.
“Ignite is a group of students who
tutor students that have a hard time
understanding a subject. We are
assigned to tutorials and we help was
many students as we can,” stated
senior, Ariana Gonzalez-Cas, who has
been a Ignite member for two years.
Gonzalez-Cas enjoys helping people

and being involved in school which
led her to participate in this club.
“It was a great opportunity to
make new friends. It also helped
me strengthen my skills such
as communicating clearly and
listening better,” said Gonzalez-Cas
After receiving a tour around
campus by the mentors, students
had the opportunity to brieﬂy visit
their classes and meet their teachers.
“It was a little overwhelming, but
the teachers were very welcoming,”
shared freshman Emily Ferendo.
During lunch, a barbeque was
held; the commons area was open
for student use and games from the
Boys and Girls club were provided.
“It’s [the tour] not only for them
to know what each building is and
where their class is, but also to give
them advice. The pre process consists
of knowing your schedule for the
day as well as the buildings and
classrooms. Many freshmen will give
you the room number, but not the
teacher’s name,” said Gonzalez-Cas.
The day concluded with a practice
class competition: freshmen against
Ignite members. The students had a
banana and peanut butter sandwich
eating contest; the twist was one
person was blindfolded making the
sandwich while trying to feed it to
the second person The ﬁrst day for
freshmen came to a conclusion,
and the real school year began the
next day. Little did they know they
had a big storm coming for them.
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SAHS Welcomes
Nate Muñoz
BRENDA LOPEZ

South Albany High School has
gained a variety of additions this year.
The commons was ofﬁcially opened
to the students, there are new courses,
plus many new staff members.
Joining the faculty members this
year is Nate Muñoz. He is the third
assistant principal, accompanied by
Julie Foster-Teeter and Richard Shaw.
Completing the trio, Muñoz is excited
to be a part of the SAHS family.
Muñoz revealed his background
story and his intentions for this
coming year. “I had a rough
childhood and was lost as a kid. I
want to make a difference and be an
inspiration to others who may have
the same background. I graduated
high school in 1999 from Nampa
Senior High School which is located
in Nampa, Idaho,” Muñoz stated.
Before taking his current
position, he was a leadership
teacher and a boys basketball
coach at Redmond High School.
“My ﬁrst impression of South
Albany High School was the
staff and students are awesome.

I love being a Rebel. I hope to
make a positive lasting impact on
our students,” Muñoz concluded.
Shaw has been assistant
principal since 2013 at SAHS.
“I started as our athletic coordinator
in 2010; became an assistant
principal and athletic director until
2013, and now an assistant principal
only. I chose to be an assistant
principal to make a difference and
have impact with our students,
families, and staff,” Shaw addressed.
Students can see Shaw before
school, during break and lunch, and
at school activities. Shaw is also seen
in classrooms working with teachers
and students. “I am also responsible
for sophomores, so you can also
expect me to have conversations
with students about their ABC’s
(attendance, behavior, and course
performance).
I’m the testing
guy at SAHS—so I put together
OAKS and Smarter Balanced
testing schedules,” Shaw stated.
Shaw is excited to have another
vice principal in the front ofﬁce.
“My ﬁrst impression of Muñoz was
his ability to connect with others.
Creating
positive
relationships

with students and staff is a strong
suit for Muñoz, not to mention that
he’s great to work with, fun and
energetic. Those are good values
to follow and they will certainly
lead Muñoz down a path of success
here at SAHS,” Shaw concluded.
Foster-Teeter is ecstatic to be
working with Muñoz and sharing
the assistant principal experience. “I
want to help, and I believe strongly
in the opportunities we have with
education. I was fortunate to be dean
of students part-time, so I had an idea
of what the job would be like before
starting,” commented Foster-Teeter.
“The truth is that I can never know
what to expect. My job is problemsolving, ﬁguring out how to remove
obstacles for success, and that means
something different every minute.
I have some daily work around
meeting with students and parents
to help support them, and I spend
some time every day organizing
tutorial, but the majority of my day
is unknown. I go to many meetings,
and most evenings there are games
or activities. I enjoy having to think
on my feet and spending time with
people. The best part is there is
never a dull moment and working
with kids makes life exciting
and fun,” stated Foster-Teeter.
“Muñoz is amazing. He cares
about people and wants to see them
succeed. We have had a great time
working together! He is an excellent
addition to the SAHS admin team. He
has a lot of energy and really wants
to help,” Foster-Teeter explained.



New Teachers Q&A:

We asked:

1) How long have you been teaching?
2) Where did you work before SAHS?
3) What job best prepared you for teaching?
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4) What is the best advice someone gave you about
teaching?
5)What is a unique teaching technique you have?

They said:
CHELSEA MCGOWAN

1) This is my ﬁrst year in a traditional classroom setting. However, last year, I was an adjunct professor of music at my alma mater, Northwest Christian
University, where I taught music students private voice lessons.
2) (See ﬁrst answer)
3) I would deﬁnitely say that my work with college students and my graduate program together shaped and prepared me to be a teacher. I believe that my
childhood of musical performance and athletic performance both taught me to be in front of large groups of people, grab the attention of the room, and perform
to the best of my ability.
4) “Students don’t care about what you know until they know how much you care.” My high school volleyball coach and college professor told me this phrase;
it really impacted me. It’s a daily reminder that I need to show my students -ﬁrst and foremost- that I care about them as an individual. As soon as I show them
that I no longer care is the second I give up on being able to teach them.
5) I think I am very energetic! I think that this comes from (like question 3) my diverse background in performance situations mixed with my personality. I’m
a pretty positive person. That mixed with the energizer bunny who isn’t afraid to look silly in front of 30 freshmen makes for an interesting class period - every
period.

TONY VANDERMEER

STEVE MAYHUE

1) I started teaching in 1995. So this is #22.
2) I worked for Natrona County School District
for 21 years in Casper, Wyoming.
3) Not a job. Having amazing teachers prepared
me for teaching. I had amazing teachers and
coaches throughout my high school and college
career..
4) Teach every child like they are your own
children.
5) What is a unique teaching technique you have?
I don’t have a unique teaching technique. I am
like every other teacher: passionate about my job;

1) I’ve taught since graduating from OSU in 1982.
2) The last four years I taught at a private, collegiate-prep
school in South Korea.
3) My job as a father best prepared/improved my teaching
as I began to see the whole process of learning through a
different lens.
4) Try to motivate and help students to own their own
learning.
5) I don’t know if I have any unique techniques. All of the
techniques that I use I learned from someone else. I wish I
was more creative....
BRAD KIDD

BRANSON BARLETT

1) Five years
2) Lebanon High School (one year)
Payson High School in Payson, UT (three Years)
3) Coaching. It is essentially the same as teaching, but in a
different environment.
4) “Students don’t care how much you know until they
know how much you care.”
5) I’m not sure I have a unique teaching technique. I try
to teach students and not lessons. This allows me to value
relationships over content, which I believe encourages
students to then value the content I am teaching.

1) This is my second year teaching.
2) I worked at Ponderosa Middle School in Klamath Falls,
Oregon.
3) What best prepared me? Life experience. I’ve
worked many different jobs, I’ve lived in many different
States, even lived and studied abroad. Gives you a
broader perspective. I taught for a year in England, then
backpacked all over Europe.
4) Be positive, be you, be real.
5) Unique? hmm. I just want to make connections! It’s all
about you guys (students).

LIFESTYLE
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Studying in Germany

Jennifer Robinson, 11, poses in
Baden-Württemberg, Germany.
ELISABETH CHILCOTE

Over the years, South Albany High
School has had exchange students
from all over the world, but for
junior Jennifer Robinson, she had
the opportunity to go somewhere
else. Ever since Robinson was in
the sixth grade, she wanted to be an
exchange student. She did not know
where to go or what language she

had to learn, but Robinson knew
she wanted to do it. After learning
that SAHS has German classes,
Robinson decided to take German
taught by Deborah Lindsay, which
made up her mind to go to Germany.
Lindsay explained that in
the beginning when students
ﬁrst go to a new country, there
is a honeymoon period, and
then there is a difﬁcult period.
“You can get homesick and
overwhelmed from trying to keep up
with all of the changes; sometimes
it can get tough because there can
be conﬂict with host families and
communication,” Lindsay added.
Having gone to a whole different
country, the schooling has its
differences.
Robinson’s
entire
school has about 350 students all
ttogether,
ogether, and 40 kids in all of grade
tten.
en. The school starts at 7:25 am
eeach
ach morning, and on Monday,
Wednesday
W
ednesday and on Friday it ends
aatt 12:35 pm; while on Tuesday and
Thursday it ends at 4:45 pm, with a
two hour lunch on both days. There
are two classes in grade 10, A and B.
Everybody goes to class together so
usually there are around 21 kids in
class, but for some lessons they split
grade 10A into groups; having only
about nine to ten students in the class.
Molina Andersen, an exchange
student from Denmark who attends

SAHS, says there are some differences
being here as well. Anderson explains
while being in America, food is eaten
more and there is a lot of school
spirit opposed to what she is used to.
She also explains how in Denmark,
students get paid for going to school.
For the ﬁrst ten years, students are
required to attend school, but after the
ten years, and if one chooses to have
further education, they will get paid.
“Be open-minded; it’s gonna be
awkward at ﬁrst, and you need to
know the language you’re going
to do it for,” stated Andersen with
her advice for students who are
thinking about going on exchange.
“I have already learned so
much about Germany that I never
would have known if I didn’t go
on an exchange,” stated Robinson.
Although Robinson has not had
enough time for sports, she says that
her two active host brothers keep
her busy; along with that, it has not
kept her from making new friends.
“Everybody has been so nice and
kind. Pretty much everyone in my
class are my friends,” said Robinson.
Being in a different country with
a new family can be intimidating,
but Robinson is enjoying her
time with her host family.
“They’re pretty amazing,”Robinson
adds. “They have been very welcoming
and I already feel like they are family.”
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Mission Trip
ROCÍO MIRANDA

While most students lay on the couch
and binge watch Netﬂix throughout
their entire summer vacation,
sophomore Jovanny Garibay-Perez
traveled across the globe at the
beginning of July for almost two
weeks to help provide a roof to those
in need. Encouraged by St. Mary’s
Catholic Church, Garibay-Perez
decided to take a different course
during the summer, and dedicated
his time and effort to the people
of Beira, Mozambique in Africa.
Garibay-Perez said, “I spent it really
well, I went over to Africa to help build
some houses and some churches.”
His effort changed the lives which
made his trip a success. In addition
to proving housing and churches,
Garibay-Perez
helped
expand
the opportunity for generations
of young children; to have the
possibility to become educated.
He added, “The best part…
was building the ﬁrst school,
and then seeing them all happy.”
Although, the whole trip was
not completely happiness and joy:
“Seeing the children suffer, but mostly
their parents; also seeing that they
have to dig tunnels and holes just to
get some food,” stated Garibay-Perez.
He explained how difﬁcult it
was to witness poverty and was
motivated even more to help them.

Stranger Things
SAMANTHA CHAVARRIA

When the Netﬂix-Original series
“Stranger Things” came out on July
15th of 2016, it quickly turned into
a “hit.” The new sci-ﬁ drama had a
well-executed storyline, watching
the entire season in one sitting is the
only way to go. “Stranger Things”
has a perfect twist of horror and
humor; it makes it easy to forget
the cast is dealing with monsters
and people vanishing into thin air.
Right off the bat, this show screams
a powerful 80’s nostalgia vibe with
mom jeans, wall phones, walkietalkies, chocolate pudding from a can,
and last but not least, the numerous
times “Should I Stay or Should
I Go” by The Clash was played.
Edelyn Solis, junior, is a fan of
this award-winning Netﬂix show.
“My favorite things about “Stranger
Things” is how much I love the
setting/time period, the young
actors, and the music/soundtrack. It
referenced The Clash, The Smiths,
Joy Division, and David Bowie
all of which are pure legends in
my book,” commented Solis.
Nicholas Saling, junior, stated,
“I had been following “Stranger
Things” for about a month before
it came out; I was a little skeptical
about it because it looked like a rip
off a Spielberg ﬁlm. When I did
watch it, I was blown away by it.
Not only was it an original story
with a movie like storyline, it had
a chock full of throwbacks and
references to a lot of “older” movies
including “E.T.,” “Jaws,” “Goonies,”
“Alien,” etc…. There was even
a scene referencing to the 1895
Schwarzenegger ﬁlm “Commando.”
The actors who play in this ﬂick
are one of the biggest reasons why
the show is blowing up. The whole
show is built around ordinary kids,
(Mike played by Finn Wolfhard, Will
played by Noah Schnapp, Dustin
played by Gaten Matarazzo, and

Lucas who was played by Caleb
McLaughlin) who go from playing
Dungeons and Dragons for 10
hours straight, to running from state
feds. All to protect one girl. Eleven.
“I love Eleven’s character because
she is raised as a science experiment
and doesn’t know it. So, when she
appears out in public people get
scared and confused because she’s
this little girl that has her head
shaved off. The biggest thing I like
about her is her role that she plays.
She’s super cool with her telekinesis
and how she walks taller than any
of the boys her age in the show.
It reminds me a little like Rogue
from X-Men as well,” Solis adds.
If there is one character people are
sure to fall in love with, it is Eleven.
She’s a tough little cookie, who likes
Eggos maybe a little too much. In
reality, she is just another girl who
would do anything for her friends, even
if that means snapping a few necks.
“I thought the character ‘Chief Jim
Hopper’ (played by David Harbour)
was great as a main character in the
show. In the show, David played a
tired somewhat lonely chief ofﬁcer
who found himself in a case of a
missing child. He would later ﬁnd out
that it was something much bigger
than he would ever face,” Saling says
about one of his favorite characters.
Solis and Saling both agree that
the casting for the show is one that
ties the audience into the story.
Although Solis explains why
Nancy (Mike’s older sister) is not
her absolute favorite character,
“Nancy was just opening up to
new friends in high school and that
lead her to make bad decisions.
Which then resulted in the loss of
her best friend,” commented Solis.
“It was kind of hard to ﬁnd a
character that I did not like, but I
think there is one that most people
can agree on and that would be
Barbara Holland (played by Shannon
Purser.) It was not that she was a
horrible actor or anything, because

“It was bad to watch them work
their butts off late at night for
food,” explained Garibay-Perez.
The sight of all of the
pain of the people in Beira
changed his view of the world.
“Seeing their culture, how they
live, what they eat, how they
suffer, it just opened everything,”
explained
Garibay-Perez.
After going to Africa,
Garibay-Perez saw a change
of
character
within
himself.
“I felt like it made me
a
better
person,”
he
said.
He is now treating people as everyone
should be treated, with respect,
after having seen how the people of
Beira treat each other with so much
respect, he changed his manners.
“I really hope that if I can go
back, they can recognize who
I am,” stated Garibay-Perez.
His biggest hope is to have made an
impact large enough that he will be
remembered for his acts of selﬂessness.
“To be honest, I do recommend
it because life is all about trying
new things, getting involved,
showing this world everyone
matters,”
said
Garibay-Perez.
Experience helping a country
in need expands one’s knowledge
of the world, teaches one about
different cultures, and shows that
an act of kindness can change
another person’s course of life.

Word of

the Issue:
serendipity
(SAIR-en-DIP-ih-TEE)
(n) the chance
development of events
that is beneﬁcial

Do you have
any artwork
and/or
writing that
you want to
showcase?
everyone played their rolls great.
It was the stupid decisions Barb
made and let her friend do,” Saling
says about Nancy’s best friend.
As of late August, 2016, “Stranger
Things” got renewed for a second
season. Estimated to come out
in 2017, there are rumors that
include new characters and a
whole NINE episodes this season.
Saling and Solis are excited
about
the
upcoming
season.
“I feel that if the Duffer Brothers
[the creators of the show] will keep

the same feel and the movie like
aspect; then I think they will have an
astonishing success with it [season
two]. If it’s not obvious already so
many people of the show and really
want a second season,” Saling says.
While Solis adds, “It’s difﬁcult
to say if the next season will
top the ﬁrst one. I haven’t seen
many shows like this that left me
wanting more and genuinely had
me intrigued. I hope next season
is equally as impressive and I look
forward to seeing it in July 2017.”

Submit your work to
submissions.thesentry@
gmail.com for the chance
to display your talent!
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BRITTANY BECK

Maddy Rinkin, 12, applies her makeup.
ROCÍO MIRANDA

A teenage girl lays stomach ﬂat on
her bed, unlocks her iPhone, goes on
the YouTube app, and types in Nikkie
Tutorials, Jaclyn Hill, Jeffree Star,
or Desi Perkins, then impatiently
waits for the recently updated video
to load and waits for one of these
ridiculously well known makeup
artists to transform their faces into
a sculpted, glowing masterpiece.
“I wear makeup for me, it’s
beautiful and it’s a form of art, I
love the idea of trying new makeup
looks in my spare time and learning
to master it,” stated senior Vanessa
Alvarado, explaining that makeup
is not as simple as powdering
one’s face, but a time consuming
process that takes time to profess.
Walking down a makeup aisle
at a drug store and picking out a
shade similar to one’s skin tone,
does not cut it. One must evaluate
different aspects; for example one’s
undertones of the skin, a suitable
shade (particularly of foundation/
cconcealer)
oncealer) to match the neck,
ppurposes
urposes of the product, and amount
ooff coverage are amongst the many
things that one should examine before
purchasing a cosmetic product.
Considering her skin type, Alvarado
said, “I ﬁnd matte foundation a good
type for my skin in the winter, so
I use my LORAC POREfection
Foundation (retailing for about $36),”
speciﬁcally to avoid a shiny face.
Some of the many reasons for
why women wear makeup, is to
mainly hide imperfections, or
to make them less visible, and
also to set focus on ﬂattering
features that should stand out.
“Eyebrows are my favorite
part of the face and I like them
to look nice,” stated Alvarado.
If Alvarado were to only use
one makeup product for the rest
of her life, it would without a
doubt be the Anastasia Beverly

Hills Brow Powder Duo ($23); it
helps her show the dimension of
what is now being considered the
main focus of the face, eyebrows.
“Well I was in the ﬁfth grade
when I started wearing makeup, but
it was only powder and mascara,”
stated senior, Maddy Rinkin.
This means that one’s makeup
routine is not ideal at the
beginning, but gradually perfects
itself with effort and time.
Rinkin added, “Throughout my years
growing up I just asked for advice
from my friends and I kinda self
taught myself by watching tutorials.”
Rinkin claims her favorite makeup
product is the Anastasia Beverly Hills
Brow Wiz ($21) stating, “Without it,
my eyebrows are non existent because
they’re so blonde;” eyebrows help
shape one’s face, and when using one
or two shades darker than one’s hair
color, they help make a statement.
“When I have makeup on I have
the littlest boost of conﬁdence that
I don’t have when I’m not wearing
any,” said Sonia Huerta, senior.
The one makeup product she cannot
live without is mascara, Huerta
explained, “It’s a cosmetic superhero.”
Although mascara is a minimal
cosmetic product it can do so much,
it often extends and darkens the
lashes, giving them a fuller, more put
together look. She never keeps it too
simple, when in a rush Huerta claims
to wear, “mascara, brows and a little
bronzer, maybe blush.” Huerta also
likes keeps a touch of color to her face.
When in the process of experimenting
with makeup, the combinations of
looks are endless; however, putting
looks together can take time to perfect.
Huerta stated, “[It takes] more and
more practice, and especially getting
feedback from another person,
but try not to take it as criticism.”
Huerta explains how critical the
advice of others and practice are to
mastering the use of cosmetics is.


Fifteen
Years
Ago
CARLA SANCHEZ

Fear is something no one wants
to feel; something that affects one’s
mind and soul until one can no longer
take it. So many lives have been lost,
and yet so many have been saved by
fear. Fear of surviving, and of living.
Fear can push people to their limits;
making them do the unthinkable.
People from around the world have
had the taste of fear, and on September
11, 2001, Americans tasted that fear.
The U.S. has overcome an

overwhelming amount of grief. On
September 11th, 2001, approximately
2,977 Americans were victims
of the terrorist attack against
the United States of America.
“A big tragedy; a loss of human lives,”
Robert Mendez, senior, explains
the ﬁrst thing that comes to mind
upon hearing of the attack on 9/11.
Mendez ﬁrst heard of the attack
around the age of 10 or 12.
The most memorable thing that
Mendez has heard about 9/11 was
of photos taken on the day of the
attack, showing people ending
their own lives by jumping out of
windows in the World Trade Center.
“You see people basically jumping;
it was harsh,” he commented.
When asked whether or not
he believed that Americans will
experience another terrorist attack,
Mendez responded, “I don’t think
it will be the last time. There’s
probably more security now
with more prevention, if there
was going to be another attack.”
Three locations within the US
had been attacked by the Islamic
terrorist group Al-Qaeda; New York,
Pennsylvania and Washington D.C.
Al-Qaeda was a violent group

With a 5.7 inch screen, 12MP
rear camera and 5MP front camera,
expandable storage up to 256GB,
and a 3500mAh battery, it is easy to
see why Samsung was so excited to
release the Galaxy Note 7 on August
19th. All excitement turned to worry
and panic when the phone company
started receiving videos and pictures
of the phone catching ﬂame and even
exploding while charging. According
to CNN Money, Samsung knows of
only 35 cases as of September 10th;
they plan to recall all 2.5 million
in ten different countries including
South Korea and the United States.
This phone retails for about nine
hundred to one thousand dollars.
That is a pretty lofty price tag so
Samsung says they are “working
with government agencies and

cellular carriers around the world
to provide refunds and exchanges
for the phone,” stated cnet.com.
Miguel Garcia, junior, said this is “not
good. It’s injuring a lot of people and
bringing down sales for Samsung.”
The cause of these spontaneous
explosions are due to the phones
batteries which comes from two
different suppliers, yet only one of
the suppliers is having this problem
and Samsung is not saying which
company is causing the issue.
Cnet.com stated the science behind
phone battery ﬁres are fairly simple,
but are usually misunderstood.
“Phones use lithium ion battery
packs for their power, and it just so
happens that the liquid swimming
around inside most lithium ion
batteries is highly ﬂammable. If the
thin sheet of plastic separating the
positive and negative sides of the

Fall Fashion

Fall is just around the corner and that
also means everyone is a little closer
to Halloween, Thanksgiving, and fall
fashion trends. It is that time of the
year when the leaves are changing
and falling to the ground, getting
colder, and pumpkin spice anything is
being sold almost everywhere. Fall is
a change from all the summery shorts,
halter tops, cardigans, and leggings
accompanied by some Ugg boots.
The fall fashion color scheme goes
from maroon, olive green, burnt
orange, burgundy, plum, and many
other rustic colors. Fall is the season
where these colors suit everyone, and
with Oregon’s weather during the
fall and winter, who could complain?
of people who practiced the
Muslim religion, founded by
Osama bin Laden between 1988
and until his death in 2011.
The terrorists hijacked four

“

Fear can
push people to
their limits;
making them do
the
unthinkable.

”

planes, each plane crashing into
the World Trade Center, Pentagon,
and in a ﬁeld in Pennsylvania.
American Airlines Flight 11 was the
ﬁrst to crash on the attack on 9/11. It
crashed into the north tower, killing
hundreds of people in its wake.
The second plane to crash

battery is punctured, it becomes a
path of least resistance for electricity
to ﬂow. It heats up the liquid
electrolyte and if it heats up quickly
enough, the battery can explode.”
“Samsung had a manufacturing
error that placed pressure on plates
contained within battery cells which
brought negative and positive poles
into contact,” Cnet continued.
Just because a simple phone could
turn into a destructive inferno, it
does not mean that it will. It is
“believed to only affect 0.1% of
all Galaxy Note 7 phones,” stated
CNN Money reporter Ahiza Garcia.
There is currently a recall in
effect so if someone has purchased
the phone, they can go into a store
now and switch it out or get a
refund. This could be damaging to
Samsung’s proﬁts, especially since
Samsung and iPhone are rivals.
“It’s going to boost sales on
the new iPhone 7. People might
start switching to the iPhone
from seeing that,” Garcia added.

Alexis Kerekes, junior, is extremely
excited about all the different
pieces she gets to strut this fall!
“It takes me about 15 to 20 minutes
on mornings that I have dance
practice, but when I don’t, I usually
take about an hour and a half to get
ready. I stick to the colors that are
considered more fall colors like a
deep red, green, black, grey, and
darker blues,” said Kerekes. “I wear
the same kinds of things I normally
would but they’re a little longer and
are usually paired with cardigans
and coats; I wear some jeans with
more ﬂowy shirts, skirts with shirts
tucked in or longer dresses. I’ve just
recently gotten more into accessories;
I try to add a necklace, earrings, and/
or a watch,” Kerekes stated. “I think

fashion can work as a type of body
language almost as if you’re not
feeling well you might not want to
wear something that’s going to attract
more attention and something more
comfortable. Honestly, I feel like my
outﬁts are a lot more conﬁdent looking
than my personality; sometimes my
outﬁts reﬂect me while I’m with
people I’m more comfortable around
because I’m not as shy or nervous
at those times,” Kerekes ended.
Fall fashion trends are always
changing; every fall season there
is a new piece that everyone
needs and wants to wear.
Spencer Williamson, junior, is
rocking fall in his own type of way.
“On an average day it takes me
an hour to two hours to get fully
ready. The colors in autumn I like
to stay close to are blacks, greys,
and perhaps auburn here and there,”
Williamson said. “Clothing I like
to wear during the autumn season
are things like scarves (oblong or
inﬁnity) and cardigans. I always
wear rings and a necklace; I never
leave the house without them, they
are the biggest article on me that
truly represents me. And the reason
I dress well is to impress myself
and just simply because I like
looking decent,” Williamson ended.
Fall fashion is a time for simplistic
pieces that give a not-so-simplistic
impression; the plainest of T-shirts
will not be overlooked this time.
This season also gives other notso-bright colors a chance to shine.

was the United Airlines Flight
175, its target being the last
tower standing, the south tower.
American Airlines Flight 77 was
the third plane to have crashed into
the Pentagon in Washington D.C.
The fourth and ﬁnal plane crashed
into a ﬁeld in Pennsylvania: United
Airlines Flight 93. Todd Beamer was
a passenger on Flight 93, known for
his iconic line “Let’s roll.” Beamer
was one of several passengers who
fought off terrorists in the sky.
Within the next 56 minutes after
being hit, the south tower was the ﬁrst
to collapse. Nearly half an hour later,
the north tower would follow, having
been able to withhold its structure
for almost two hours after being hit.
“...debris left by the twin towers,
the main concentration of which
became known as ‘the pile,’
contained asbestos, leads, glass,
heavy metals, concrete, poisonous
gases, oil and other dangerous
substances…,” Joanna Walters wrote
in an article for The Guardian about
how people who were surrounding
the World Trade Centers would
have been affected by the debris
left from both towers collapsing.
Walters had examined the, “...

death toll among those sickened by
the toxic dust and ash of Ground
Zero will within as little as ﬁve years
exceed the number of people killed
on the day of the 9/11 attacks...”
In response to Al-Qaeda’s attack
on the U.S., Margaret Webb Pressler
of The Washington Post claimed
the U.S. attacked “...Al-Qaeda
training camps in Afghanistan.”
Nearly a decade later, U.S. forces
captured Osama bin Laden. Pressler
stated that “Al-Qaeda is much
weaker without him, but there are
terrorist groups like Al-Qaeda that
want to harm the United States.”
“I was just kind of in shock,
confused and shocked,” Natyia Wade,
senior, explains her ﬁrst reaction
to hearing about the attack on 9/11.
“It was heartbreaking to know that
people died that day,” said Wade.
When asked whether or not she
believed that Americans still kept
the fear of another terrorist attack,
Wade replied, “Yes, I feel that way
because our country has a lot of
problems, and because of the whole
scare of ISIS.” Americans may still
fear the same group, if not a different
group could attack the U.S. yet
again, “...our country could be next.”

Spencer Williamson, 11, and Alexis Kerekes, 11, displaying
their fashion.
BRENDA LOPEZ
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Whats in your pencil pouch?

“Pens, pencils,
highlighters, tabs, and
glue sticks,”
- Alison Giminez, 12.

What item can you not leave the
house without?

“Probably my backpack
cause it has my school
stuff in it. I don’t really
need the electronic stuff
to learn,”
- Dustin Brillon, 12.

“My bible. I like to study it,
becuase after high school
I’d like to become a pastor
to impact the world in a
good way. I feel like it’s my
calling. - Wyatt Bose, 11.

“Everything AVID requires me to have. Paper
clips, USB drive, hairties
and sometimes almonds,”
- Sadie Halbrook, 11.

“Pencils and pens, pencil
sharpener,eraser, and nothing else”
- Brinan Sjostrom, 10.

“Highlighters, white out,
pens, pencils,mechanical,
eraser, note cards and
sticky notes,”
- Levi Moore, 9.
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“My phone because it’s
got everything on it,”
- Jamie Franklin, 10.

“My iPod and phone so
that I can listen to music
and in case something
happens to me,”
- Miranda Jesperson, 9.

